
 
 

LIVE AQUA CANCÚN PRESENTS NEW EXECUTIVE CHEF:  

César Germanin Arroyo Gómez  

Cancun, Mexican Caribbean, July 21, 2014.-  Live Aqua Cancun is proud to announce the recent incorporation of 

Executive Chef César Germain who assumes the direction of the Live Aqua culinary team consisting of more than 

60 chefs, cooks and kitchen aids. Everyday these dedicated professionals delight the guests´ highest taste 

demands at the 12 different restaurants and gastronomical corners of this Adults Only Be Yourself lifestyle 

resort.  

Chef César Germain is originally from Puerto Varas, Chile, but from a young age resides in the heart of the 

Mexican Basque Country where his family operates several “tapas” restaurants in the city of San Sebastian, 

where his passion for the culinary art begins. First he specializes as a Pastry Chef, but then specializes in 

Mediterranean-Basque cuisine which emphasizes the use of fresh and healthy ingredients. Chef Germain is also 

very keen of new culinary tendencies so he incorporates molecular touches and preparation techniques within 

his specialty dishes. 

The Chef´s professional career includes diverse creative and leadership roles within renown international 

restaurants and hotel chains in Europe and both North and South America. Among his achievements, he has 

been able to position some of his restaurants as Four and Five Diamond establishments as awarded by the 

American Automobile Association (AAA), a highly distinguished merit by international standards. Chef César 

Germain is an active member of the Academie Culinaire de France. 

 “Live Aqua Cancun consistently seeks to offer the latest trends and highest quality in every guest´s culinary 

experience, one of the essential elements for which they remember their stay at out resort. We are very proud 

to include amongst our exceptional team such experience and talent as that of Chef Germain,” declared Alfredo 

Santamaría, General Director of Live Aqua Cancun.   
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About Live Aqua Cancún  

The 335-room and 36-suite Live Aqua Cancun All-Inclusive welcomes guests with fresh design elements such as sensuous in-

room aromatherapy menus, a world fusion spa and fitness center, an in-house DJ and stunning panoramic views of the 

Caribbean Sea.  Among Live Aqua Cancun's one-of-a-kind amenities is the innovative Spa Aqua which features a variety of 

beautiful and diverse spaces, both inside and seaside, as well as rooms for individuals and couples.  With an extensive menu 

of signature treatments, hand-selected from all over the world, Spa Aqua provides a truly unique experience.  

 

For more information visit: www.liveaqua.com  

 
Public Relations contact: Yahaira Gavidia (998) 845-2218, ygavidia@guiarp.com   

http://www.siente-aqua.com/

